FISH PROTECTION ZONES REGULATION (NO-KILL) ZONE “A”
Art. 1 FISHING SPOTS
This licence permits floating fly fishing in the following waters in a no kill mode:
1
River Adda from Boffetto bridge (Piateda) to Navetto bridge (Faedo)
2
River Adda from 250 mt downstream of the bridge of Traona to 150 mt upstream of the former Enel canal outlet
3
Masino creek from Ponte Militare (about 1.8 km downstream of Cataeggio) to the corresponding S.P.della Valmasino tunnel,
4
Mera river from Gordona bridge to S. Pietro bridge plus Mengasca river terminal stretch from the mouth to the outlet of the Casletto power station.

Art. 2 ALLOWED FISHERMEN
The exercise of fishing in the zones A is allowed to fishermen who, in addition to being in possession of the Regional License, are provided with one of the
specific permits indicated in art.1 of the General Regulations, that is:
- Seasonal Plus No-Kill permit also valid for all normal and special regulation zones with the exception of D-zone zones..
Annual Zone A subscription (purchasable from Seasonal Members).
Seasonal permit for children and teenagers as long as it has an authorization stamp issued by UPS offices.
Type A daily permit issued to UPS seasonal permit holders.
Type A daily permit issueable to fishermen holding a regional licence that is not a member of UPS (valid for all normal and special zones with the exception of
the D zone).

Art. 3 PERMITTED FISHING SYSTEMS
Fishing is allowed with floating fly fishing line (dry fly, submerged fly, nymph or streamer), tenkara or valsesian. Silicon bait and the use of "strike indicators" are
prohibited. In the area of Piateda fishing is allowed using ONLY ONE fly, nymph or streamer mounted on a hook without barb, with a maximum
opening of mm.8 (as an example below). The dimensions of the finished bait must not exceed 4 cm.
DIMENSIONI MASSIME
ESCA FINITA 4 cm.

Art. 4 FISHING TIME AND ENTERING THE WATER
Fishing is allowed from the general opening on Saturday, Sunday, Monday and Wednesday from 07.00 a.m. to one hour after sunse t. Fishing ends on the
third Sunday of October, except for exceptions established by the Management Committee.
From the general opening to the opening of the grayling the 'entry into the water is strictly limited to the knee and there is a prohi bition of ford. From the
opening of the grayling until the general closure, the entry into the water is allowed.

Art: 5 RELEASE OF FISH
It is mandatory to release all caught fish of any size and species.
It is obligatory to use your own net to catch the fish, which must be released with all care and in the shortest possible time;
the fish must be caught in the water and kept in the water until released, if the hook is clearly visible in the mouth of the fish, take the hook out of the fish's
mouth and release it, if the hook is not visible and the mouth of the fish is closed, release it by cutting the line close to the mouthpiece.

Art: 6 ACCESS TO FISHING GROUNDS
In order to avoid an excessive concentration of fishermen, the number of those who have access for each fishing day is as fol lows:
- Adda Piateda number 60 fishermen;
- Adda Traona number 40 fishermen;
- Stream Masino number 30 fishermen;
- Mera river number 40 fishermen.
Holders of special permits must register by entering: seasonal fisherman's code, daily fisherman's permit number.

SPECIAL ZONES REGULATION
"B" and "C" ZONES
Art. 1 FISHING SPOTS
This permit permits fishing in the areas listed below:
NO KILL PROTECTION ZONE B RESERVED FOR FLOATING FLY FISHING, tenkara or valsesiana with the payment of additional permits
Stream Viola: from the crossing of the Isolaccia collector at the confluence of the Cadangola torrent, including the same for a stretch of about 500 mt.
upstream, to the second bridge on the cycle path.
River Adda from the ford downstream the confluence of the stream Massaniga to the first bridle "Corten Val Pola;
River Adda from the A2A barrier upstream to the bell tower of the parish church of Grosio;
Stream Liro from confluence stream Bodeno/Vizzola, downstream to the hamlet of Lirone;
Stream Scalcoggia - Valchiavenna from 500 m. upstream of the confluence of stream Emet up to Val Cava bridge (openin: first sunday of June)
NO KILL PROTECTION ZONE B RESERVED FOR FLY FISHING WITH FLOATING FLY LINE, tenkara or valsesiana without the payment of additional
permits
Turchino Lake (Foscagno Pass)
River Adda: from sports field to Foro Boario bridge (Tirano city section)
Streams Lanterna-Mallero (Chiesa in Valmalenco area) from wooden bridge in Vassalini (stream Lanterna) up to 50 mt downstream first bridle in Castelasch
(area properly marked)
River Mera: from the Guardia di Finanza bridge to the "Consoli Chiavennaschi" bridge
Val Loga: from the sources to the first bridge upstream of the Montespluga lake (from 1 July this area is extended downstream to the lake)
River Adda in the municipality of Sondalo from S.Rocco bridge to Bolladore bridge
Vallaccia stream from bridge Da Rez (SS 301) at the confluence of the stream upstream of the Vallaccia tee.
ZONE C RESERVED FOR FLY FISHING WITH CATCH
River Adda from the mouth of the T. Poschiavino to the bridge of Stazzona
River Adda from the social centre of Tresenda in the valley to the "Pescèe" area.
ZONE C RESERVED FOR FLY-FISHING, SPINNING AND CAMOLERA WITH CATCH
River Adda between the "Malleretto" outlet downstream of the Rebai Quarry (beginning of the Sondrio ring road) to the Caiolo bridge;
River Adda from the bridge of S.Giacomo di Teglio in the valley to Prismata di Nigola;
River Mera from San Pietro Bridge to the Nave Bridge (Max. 2 brown trouts per day).
River Spoel from Bondi bridge to Lake Livigno (with prohibition of the camolera technique)

Art. 2 ALLOWED FISHERMEN
The exercise of fishing in the areas of band B and C is allowed to fishermen who, in addition to being in possession of the R egional Licence, are in possession
of one of the specific permits indicated in art. 1 of the General Regulations, that is:
Seasonal Plus No Kill Permit
Seasonal permit for children and teenagers as long as it has an authorization stamp issued by UPS offices;
Annual Subscription to the B and C zones
Daily no kill

Art. 3 PERMITTED FISHING SYSTEMS
Fishing is allowed with floating fly line (dry fly, submerged fly, nymph or streamer) tenkara and valsesian; in the zone C fly and artificial is allowed to use any
fly fishing line, tenkara and valsesian, fly, spinning (all baits must have the anchors reduced to single hook without barb).
Camolera also using hooks with barb (after the opening of the grayling).
In these areas the use of silicone baits mounted on specific spinning equipment is allowed. Any ballast or lead on the line is prohibited.
The carrying on board of other bait and gear than those permitted in Type B and C areas is prohibited.

Art. 4 FISHING TIMES

AND ENTERING THE WATER
Fishing is allowed from the general opening on Saturdays, Sundays, Mondays and Wednesdays from sunrise to one hour after sunset. Fishing ends on the
third Sunday of October unless exceptions are established by the Management Committee.
From the general opening to the opening of the grayling the entry into the water is strictly limited to the knee, the ford is allowed but fishing is prohibited
during its course. From the opening of the grayling until the general closure, the entry into the water is allowed.

Art. 5 FISHES THAT CAN BE CAUGHT, REGISTRATION AND POSSIBLE RELEASE
In zone B it is mandatory to release all caught fish of any size and species.
In zone C it is permitted to catch 2 fish per day, including a maximum of 1 grayling.
Catches must be recorded on special area cards. Other cards may be purchased at the end of the subscription.
The grayling must be registered on a seasonal fish tag.
For each catch, the date and the area where fishing is carried out must be immediately marked in the appropriate box with an indelible ballpoint pen and a
cross will be drawn on the appropriate square of the fish caught.
The minimum size of trout and grayling is 40 (forty) cm.
In the case of subsequent outings during the day, the fisherman who has deposited the fish caught must, before resuming fishing, draw a horizontal line with
indelible ballpoint pen below the line referring to the last catch made.
It is compulsory to use their own net to catch the fish. Where it is intended or obligatory to release the fish must be released with all care and as soon as
possible.
The fish must be caught in the water and kept in the water until it is released, if the hook is clearly visible in the mouth of the fish, take the hook out of the
fish's mouth and release it, if the hook is not visible and the mouth of the fish is closed, release it by cutting the line close to the mouthpiece.

Art. 6 EXTENSIONS
This Regulation shall also apply as far as it applies to free entry zones B (listed in the General Regulation).

REGULATION TOURIST AREAS
ZONE “D”
Art.1 FISHING SPOTS
This permit or subscription gives access to the following fishing areas:
Salin Lake (Livigno) (from July 18 to September 20)
Foscagno Lake (from 7 June 2020)
Frodolfo stream from the Gembrasca shore bridle to the confluence of the Zebrù stream
River Adda from the Lovero bridge to the A2A barrier
Mallero torrent (Sondrio): upstream first bridle under the SS 38 overpass, railway bridge
Stream Mallero Chiesa Valmalenco from loc. Curlo at the confluence of the Lanterna torrent (from 20.06 to 30.08)
River Adda from the bridge of Ganda (Morbegno) to the path to the sports ground of Campovico
River Mera from the Consoli Chiavennaschi bridge at 250 m. downtream of the bridle ex Agip.
Stream Scalcoggia (from 20.06 to 30.08) city stretch in Madesimo suitably

Art. 2 ALLOWED FISHERMEN
Members who have a subscription to the tourist zones D and holders of the daily permits for the tourist zones D are admitted to fishing.

Art. 3 PERMITTED CATCHES
The subscription allows the capture of 15 fish in total with a limit of 5 fish per day, while an additional subscription can be purchased when sold out. The daily
subscription allows the capture of. 5 fish in the same day.
In tourist areas (zne D) it is forbidden to keep grayling, marble trout or its hybrids.
For each catch, the progressive number of the daily catch, the date, the zone where the fishing is carried out and a tick on the square of the caught fish must
be immediately marked in the appropriate box with indelible ballpoint pen. In case of infringement related to the lack of marking will be removed the dies
relating to the fish caught.
In the case of successive exits during the day, the fisherman who has deposited the fish caught shall, before resuming fishing, draw a horizontal line with
indelible ballpoint pen below the line of the last catch marked.

Art. 4 FISHING TIMES
In the zone D fishing is allowed on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays starting at 07.00 a.m. and ending one hour after sunset.
With this permit, if the Management Committee, in accordance with the regulation, postponed the closure, fishing may be carried out even after the general
closure. All other species must be released using the precautions provided for in Article 8 of the General Regulations.

Art. 5 PERMITTED FISHING SYSTEMS
All systems permitted by the General Regulations are permitted.

The

general

regulations

governing the exercise of
fishing
under
normal
regulation of the Province of
Sondrio can be consulted on
the
website
www.unionepescasondrio.it or
available at the points of sale
of this permit or at our office.

